ABSTRACT. The generalized key substitution attacks were proposed as a generalization of the key substitution attacks to examine the security of the signature schemes adopted in ISO/IEC (1st CD) 14888-3, which standardizes appendix--type signature schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem. This paper examines the message recovery signature schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem, adopted in ISO/IEC 9796-3:2006, and shows that all but one scheme are vulnerable to the generalized key substitution attacks.
Introduction
Digital signatures are powerful tools to realize authenticity and integrity in the cyber world, and are applied to various protocols as primitives. A large variety of security notions are required because wide areas are covered by digital signatures. Discussing their security is one of the important topics in cryptography, to say nothing of network security.
In a digital signature scheme, an entity, called signer, has a private-key and can generate a signature for each message. Another entity, called verifier, has a public-key related to the private-key and can verify the validity of the signature of the message.
The security notions of digital signature schemes have been proposed and come to fruition as existential unforgeability against chosen message attacks (the EUF-CMA security). The EUF-CMA security is defined as a game between a challenger and an adversary who outputs a new pair of a message and its signature after getting many signatures on messages chosen by the adversary. The adversary wins the game when the outputted one is a valid, i.e., forged, pair containing a message which the adversary has never chosen. In this game, the adversary is allowed to determine the forgery message after seeing the public key. When the probability that the adversary wins the game is very low, the scheme is called EUF-CMA secure.
In a conventional scenario, a signature is handled with its message, and the validity is checked with the whole message and the signature. This type of signatures is called digital signatures with message appendix or appendix-type signatures. The appendix-type signatures are standardized in ISO/IEC 14888. ISO/IEC 14888-2 [6] and ISO/IEC 14888-3 [8] specify mechanisms based on integer factorization and on discrete logarithm, respectively. The integer factorization problem and the discrete logarithm problem are famous computational complexity problems in the number theory. Roughly speaking, the former is dividing a given composite number into prime factors, and the latter is computing a logarithm, x, from given y and g, where y = g x .
Substitution Attacks
It is well known that key exchange, like the Diffie-Hellman protocol, provides secure key sharing but is vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle attack, that is, key exchange does not have key authentication. Digital signatures play an important role in authenticated key agreement. An authenticated key agreement protocol assures that host parties can share the key and adversaries can not guess it.
From such point of view, another security framework was proposed by B l a k e--W i l s o n and M e n e z e s [3] . They considered a situation that a challenger provides pairs of messages and their signatures to an adversary and the adversary outputs new public-key (and its private key), where the message-signature pair is valid even under the new public-key. B l a k e -W i l s o n and M e n e z e s noticed this situation when they analyzed the security of an authenticated key agreement protocol. When a digital signature scheme has such property, the security of the resultant authenticated key agreement protocol is harmed by the attack.
This scenario was called duplicate-signature key selection attacks in [3] , and later, was named key substitution attacks (KS attacks) in [12] . M e n e z e s and S m a r t formulate two security models:
• strong key substitution attacks (SKS attacks) and • weak key substitution attacks (WKS attacks) [12] .
In the SKS attacks, the adversary tries to output a substituted public-key under which a existing pair of a message and its signature is valid, and in the WKS attacks, it is necessary for the adversary to output a substituted pair of a public-key and the corresponding private-key. It is clear that the security against the SKS attacks implies the security against the WKS attacks, and we will state this formally in this paper.
B o h l i, Rö h r i c h, and S t e i n w a n d t defined a stronger security model on the KS attacks [4] . In their definition, the adversary tries to output two public-keys as they consider the security against malicious signers. Thus, we call their attacks malicious signer key substitution attacks (malicious signer KS attacks).
B l a k e-W i l s o n and M e n e z e s showed that the RSA (-FDH, -PSS), Rabin, ElGamal, DSA, and ECDSA signatures are vulnerable to the KS attacks [3] . M e n e z e s and S m a r t pointed out that the GHR-FDH signature is also vulnerable to the KS attacks however the Schnorr, DSA, ECDSA, and RW-FDH signatures have provable security under some assumptions and in some security models [3, 4, 12] . B o h l i , Rö h r i c h, and S t e i n w a n d t showed that the BB and NTRUSign signatures are vulnerable to malicious signer KS attacks [4] . See [3, 4, 12] in details.
It is worth to note here that another direction of the substitution attacks exists. Vaudenay considered the domain parameter shifting attacks [16, 17] , and discussed importance of the security against these attacks. In a signature scheme, all entities may agree with a parameter which is commonly used. The parameter is called domain parameter. In the domain parameter shifting attacks, later called the domain parameter substitution attacks in [4] , the goal of the adversary is to output a new valid domain parameter under which the message and signature pair is valid.
Recently, Z h a n g , Y a n g , Z h a n g , and C h e n extended the KS attacks and named them generalized key substitution attacks (GKS attacks) [19] . Roughly speaking, the adversary in the generalized strong key substitution attacks (GSKS attacks) tries to output a substituted public-key where the public-key has a form, (g, pk), g is a generator and pk is the other part of public-key, and the adversary in the generalized weak key substitution attacks (GWKS attacks) needs to output a substituted public-key, (g, pk), and the corresponding private-key. In other words, the generator is included in the public-key rather than the domain parameter.
Z h a n g et al. showed that all the signature schemes described in ISO/IEC 1st CD 14888-3 [7] are vulnerable to the G(W)KS attacks in a situation, where an adversary can manipulate both g and pk [19] . ISO/IEC 1st CD 14888-3 is a draft of the international standard specifying appendix-type signature schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem. The standard (draft) states that g (and other domain parameter) is selected by a user, and thus there is a possibility that both g and pk are changed. Note that the KS attacks are applicable to any signature schemes while the GKS attacks are effective only to signature schemes based the discrete logarithm problem. Actually, signature schemes based on the integer factorization problem, such as the RSA-FDH, RSA-PSS and GHR--FDH signatures, are vulnerable to the KS attacks [3, 12] .
Message Recovery Signature
As introduced above, only the validity is checked in the appendix-type signature scenario when the signature is verified. In other words, the signature and the whole message are necessary to check the validity.
However, there exists another scenario. In the scenario, (a part of) a message is recovered from its signature when the signature is valid. This type of signatures is called digital signatures with message recovery or message recovery signatures (MRSs). In a MRS scheme, a message is split into two parts: recovery part and clear part. A signature is generated with the only recovery part of the message or with both the recovery and clear parts. The signature is handled with the clear part of the message, and the recovery part is computed from the signature when the signature is valid (with the clear part if necessary). MRSs have an advantage regarding the data size rather than appendix-type signatures, because we need not store the recover parts of messages. It is enough to store only signatures when the clear parts of the messages do not exist.
The MRSs are standardized in ISO/IEC 9796. ISO/IEC 9796-2 [9] and ISO/IEC 9796-3 [10] specify mechanisms based on integer factorization and on discrete logarithm, respectively.
Contributions
In this paper, we propose definitions of the KS attacks and the GKS attacks on MRSs. We formally state relations among them including their strong and weak variants, and explain what the relations show.
Next, we examine vulnerability of the MRS schemes adopted in ISO/IEC 9796--3:2006 [10] against the GWKS attacks. ISO/IEC 9796-3:2006 describes six MRS schemes:
• Nyberg-Rueppel MRS (NR),
• elliptic curve Nyberg-Rueppel MRS (ECNR),
• elliptic curve Miyaji MRS (ECMR),
• elliptic curve Abe-Okamoto MRS (ECAO),
• elliptic curve Pintsov-Vanstone MRS (ECPV), and
• elliptic curve KCDSA/Nyberg-Rueppel MRS (ECKNR).
We show that NR, ECNR, ECMR, ECAO, and ECPV are vulnerable to the GWKS attack, and discuss the security of ECKNR against the GWKS attacks. Note that this standard also states that g (and other domain parameter) is selected by a user, and thus there is a possibility that both g and pk are changed.
GENERALIZED KEY SUBSTITUTION ATTACKS ON MESSAGE RECOVERY SIGNATURES

Organization
Section 2 provides definitions of MRS schemes and KS attacks on MRS schemes. We introduce the MRS schemes adopted in ISO/IEC 9796-3:2006 in Section 3 and discuss the security of them against the GWKS attacks in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper, and relations among the KS attacks are shown in Appendix.
Definitions
In this section, we provide definitions of MRS schemes and the KS attacks on MRS schemes.
Let G be a cyclic group of a prime order, q. Note that any element Y in G can be expressed with generator G as Y = G x . Throughout this paper, Z n is the ring of integers modulo n, and a message, m, given as an octet string, is divided into m rec and m clr , i.e., m = m rec ||m clr , where || is a concatenation of octet strings.
Ò Ø ÓÒ 1 (Discrete Logarithm Problem)º For a randomly chosen element,
Y ∈ G, and a random generator, G ∈ G, the discrete logarithm problem is, given
This definition is expressed using a multiplicative group. However, it can be expressed in an additive group as well.
Next, we define MRSs. In a MRS scheme, message m consists of recovery part m rec and clear part m clr , i.e., m = m rec ||m clr . The clear part is handled with a signature to retrieve the recovery part. Note that it is allowed that the clear part does not exist, i.e., m clr is the null string. 
for any m (= m rec ||m clr ), for any params generated by the D algorithm, and for any PK, SK generated by the G algorithm with params, where D V (params) = accept and G V (params, PK ) = accept hold.
When we define the weak attacks, we need to change G V to a zero-knowledge interactive algorithm, G V ((params, PK , SK ), (params, PK )), where a prover has PK , SK and params, and a verifier has params and PK . G V allows the prover to demonstrate to the verifier that PK is a valid public-key corresponding to the private-key SK in the zero-knowledge manner [11] . The interactive algorithm outputs accept if the prover can demonstrate it. Otherwise, it outputs reject.
Note that the standard [10] does not specify D V (params) and G V (params, PK ) explicitly but requires such algorithms as "the signer may also require assurance that the domain parameters and public verification key are valid, otherwise an adversary may be able to generate signatures that verify."
The KS attacks and its generalization have two types of attack scenarios: strong and weak. Thus, we have four types of the KS attacks: the strong KS attacks, the WKS attacks, the GSKS attacks, and the GWKS attacks.
Next, we define the security against the KS attacks. The security of MRS is defined on the following experiment, Exp atk MRS,A (κ), between a challenger and an adversary, A, where atk denotes a type of attacks such that atk ∈ {sksa, wksa}. • The oracle, Sign, receives input m (= m rec ||m clr ). It computes σ, a signature on m, as σ, ← S(params, SK , m) and returns σ. The oracle adds (m clr , σ) to MS .
1 Although the security definition in [12] combines the EUF-CMA security and the security against KS attacks, we define the security against KS attacks only like in [4, 19] .
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Challenge Phase: A sends a target public-key, PK , a clear part of a message,m clr and a signature,σ, to the challenger. A sends a target private-key, SK , also if atk = wksa.
The challenger in the case of atk = sksa outputs 1 as the result of this experiment if PK = PK ∧ (m clr ,σ) ∈ MS ∧ G V (params, PK ) = accept ∧ S V (params, PK ,m clr ,σ) =m, wherem =m rec ||m clr . Otherwise, 0. In the case of atk = wksa, the key validation condition, We formulate the following experiment, Exp atk MRS,A (κ), between a challenger and an adversary, A, where atk denotes a type of attacks such that atk ∈ {gsksa, gwksa} in the similar way. In the experiment, we consider a MRS scheme based on the discrete logarithm problem, and restrict the scheme, where public-key PK has a form, PK = (g, pk), where g is a generator, pk = g x , and x is the private-key, SK .
We omit Setup Phase and Learning Phase as they are identical with the phases in the above experiment.
Experiment Exp atk
MRS,A (κ):
Challenge Phase: A sends a target generator and a public key, (g, pk), a message,m and a forged signature,σ, to the challenger. A sends a target private-key, SK , also if atk = gwksa.
The challenger in the case of atk = gsksa outputs 1 as the result of this
,m clr ,σ) =m, wherem =m rec ||m clr . Otherwise, 0. In the case of atk = gwksa, the key validation condition, G V (params, (g, pk))=accept, is changed to G V ((params, (g, pk), SK ), (params, (g, pk))) = accept. We show the relations among the security notions in Appendix.
Ò Ø ÓÒ 4 (Security against Generalized Key Subsitution Attacks)º Let
MRS = (D, D V , G, G V , S, S V )
MRS Schemes in ISO/IEC 9796-3:2006
In this section, we introduce the MRS schemes adopted in ISO/IEC 9796--3:2006 [10] .
NR
In this subsection, we describe the Nyberg-Rueppel MRS scheme (NR). NR appeared in [14] .
It generates a multiplicative group, G, of a finite field, F, where G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n, depending on security parameter κ, and outputs params = (G, n, G, F). D V (params): It checks that F is a finite field depending on security parameter κ, G is a multiplicative group of F, and G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n. It outputs accept if the checks were passed. Otherwise, it outputs reject. G(params): It randomly generates private-key x ∈ Z * n , computes public-key Y = G x , and then, outputs (G, Y ) as PK and x as SK , respectively.
G V ((params, PK , SK ), (params, PK )): It outputs accept if the prover can show possession of x (on Y ) to the verifier. Otherwise, it outputs reject. S(params, SK , m): It generates a random number, k ∈ Z n , computes R = G k , and converts the field element, R, to pre-signature Π which is an octet string. It converts the octet string, Π, to an integer, π, computes ρ = (δ + π) mod n and s = (k − xρ) mod n, where δ is a integer converted from m rec , converts the integer, ρ, to an octet string, r, and then outputs (r, s) as a signature, σ (= (r, s) ). If ρ = 0 or s = 0 happen, it recomputes a signature with newly generated k.
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S V (params, PK , m clr , σ): It checks that r is an octet string with the proper length and that s ∈ Z * n hold, where σ = (r , s ). If not, it outputs reject. It converts the octet string, r , to an integer, ρ , computes R = G s Y ρ , and converts the field element, R , to an integer, π (via recovered pre-signature Π which is an octet string). Then, it computes δ = (ρ − π ) mod n, converts the integer, δ , to an octet string, d , and regards d as m rec .
After the redundancy check of m rec , it outputs the recovered message, m (= m rec ||m clr ), if it passed the check. Otherwise, it outputs reject.
Note that the clear part of the message, m clr , is not used in S and S V . So we may omit m clr from the inputs.
G V is not specified in the standard. However, a zero-knowledge proof for possession of the discrete logarithm such as in [5] can be used. For the other schemes, the same discussion is applied.
ECNR
In this subsection, we describe a MRS scheme constructed on an elliptic curve. The scheme is based on NR, and is called the elliptic curve Nyberg-Rueppel MRS scheme (ECNR).
It generates an additive group, G, of a finite field, F, where G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n, depending on security parameter κ, and outputs params = (G, n, G, F). D V (params): It checks that F is a finite field depending on security parameter κ, G is an additive group of F, and G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n. It outputs accept if the checks were passed. Otherwise, it outputs reject. G(params): It randomly generates private-key x ∈ Z * n , computes public-key Y = xG, and then, outputs (G, Y ) as PK and x as SK, respectively. G V ((params, PK , SK ), (params, PK )): It outputs accept if the prover can show possession of x (on Y ) to the verifier. Otherwise, it outputs reject.
S(params, SK , m):
It generates a random number, k ∈ Z n , computes R = kG, and converts the field element, R, to an integer, π (via recovered presignature Π which is an octet string). It computes ρ = (δ + π) mod n and s = (k − xρ) mod n, converts the integer, ρ, to an octet string, r, and then outputs (r, s) as a signature, σ (= (r, s)). If ρ = 0 or s = 0 happen, it recomputes a signature with newly generated k. S V (params, PK , m clr , σ): It checks that r is an octet string with the proper length and that s ∈ Z * n hold, where σ = (r , s ). If not, it outputs reject. It converts the octet string, r to an integer, ρ , computes R as R = s G+ρ Y , and converts the field element, R , to an integer, π (via recovered pre-signature Π which is an octet string). It computes δ = (ρ −π ) mod n, converts the integer, δ, to an octet string, d, and then, regards d as m rec .
Note that the clear part of the message, m clr , is not used in S and S V .
ECMR
In this subsection, we describe the elliptic curve Miyaji MRS scheme (ECMR). ECMR appeared in [13] .
It generates an additive group, G, of a finite field, F, where G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n, depending on security parameter κ, and outputs params = (G, n, G, F). D V (params): It checks that F is a finite field depending on security parameter κ, G is an additive group of F, and G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n. It outputs accept if the checks were passed. Otherwise, it outputs reject. Note that the clear part of the message, m clr , is not used in S and S V .
ECAO
In this subsection, we describe the elliptic curve Abe-Okamoto MRS scheme (ECAO). ECAO appeared in [1] .
It generates an additive group, G, of a finite field, F where G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n, depending on security parameter κ, and outputs params = (G, n, G, F) . D V (params): It checks that F is a finite field depending on security parameter κ, G is an additive group of F, and G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n. It outputs accept if the checks were passed. Otherwise, it outputs reject. Note that the clear part of the message, m clr , is used in S and S V .
ECPV
In this subsection, we describe the elliptic curve Pintsov-Vanstone MRS scheme (ECPV). ECPV appeared in [15] .
It generates an additive group, G, of a finite field, F where G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n, depending on security parameter κ, and outputs params = (G, n, G, F). D V (params): It checks that F is a finite field depending on security parameter κ, G is an additive group of F, and G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n. It outputs accept if the checks were passed. Otherwise, it outputs reject.
G(params):
It randomly generates private-key x ∈ Z * n , computes public-key Y = xG, and then, outputs (G, Y ) as PK and x as SK , respectively. G V ((params, PK , SK ), (params, PK ) , s) ). If s = 0 or t = 0 happen, it recomputes a signature with newly generated k. S V (params, PK , m clr , σ): It checks that r is an octet string with the proper length and that s ∈ Z * n hold, where σ = (r , s ). If not, it outputs reject. It computes u = Hash(r ||m clr ), converts the octet string. u , to an integer, t , computes
where Sym is the decryption algorithm of the symmetric cipher, and then, regards d as m rec .
ECKNR
In this subsection, we describe the elliptic curve KCDSA/Nyberg-Rueppel MRS scheme (ECKNR). ECKNR appeared in [18] .
We assume that any field element, P (∈ G), is expressed with x-coordinate of P and y-coordinate of P .
It generates an additive group, G, of a finite field, F where G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n, depending on security parameter κ, and outputs params = (G, n, G, F). D V (params): It checks that F is a finite field depending on security parameter κ, G is an additive group of F, and G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n. It outputs accept if the checks were passed. Otherwise, it outputs reject. G(params): It randomly generates private-key x ∈ Z * n , computes public-key Y = xG, and then, outputs (G, Y ) as PK and x as SK , respectively. After the redundancy check of m rec , it outputs the recovered message, m (= m rec ||m clr ), if it passed the check. Otherwise, it outputs reject.
GWKSA Security of MRS in ISO/IEC 9796-3:2006
In this section, we indicate that NR is vulnerable to the GWKS attack. Next, we provide an unified representation of ECNR, ECMR, ECAO, and ECPV, and show the GWKS attack on the representation. Finally, we discuss the security of ECKNR against the GWKS attacks.
GWKS attack on NR
We describe an adversary, A, who obtains only single pair, (m, σ), and performs the GWKS attack on NR, where m = m rec ||m clr and σ = (r, s): , s) ), and ρ is the converted integer from the octet string, r. We show that S V outputs m (m = m rec ||m clr ) when the original signature, σ (= (r, s)) and the clear part of the original message, m clr , are given to S V with the substituted keys, (G,Ỹ ), as follows: Note that G =G, Y =Ỹ , m clr = m clr , and σ =σ. S V converts the octet string, r, to an integer, ρ, computes R =G sỸ ρ , converts the field element,R , to an integer,π (via recovered presignatureΠ which is an octet string). Then, S V computesδ = (ρ −π ) mod n, converts the integer,δ , to an octet string,d , and regardsd asm rec . We havẽ
Thus, m rec =m rec holds becauseR andR produce the same pre-signature,Π (= Π ), andm rec are recovered from Π and ρ in the same way with m rec .
Therefore, A can succeed in the GWKS attack.
GWKS attack on ECNR, ECMR, ECAO, and ECPV
In this subsection, we provide an unified representation of MRSs adopted in ISO/IEC 9796-3:2006. This representation can handle all MRS schemes but the elliptic curve KCDSA/Nyberg-Rueppel MRS scheme (ECKNR). We show the GWKS attack on them.
General Framework
We provide an unified representation of ECNR, ECMR, ECAO, and ECPV.
It generates an additive group, G, of a finite field, F where G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n, depending on security parameter κ, and outputs params = (G, n, G, F). D V (params): It checks that F is a finite field depending on security parameter κ, G is an additive group of F, and G is generated by a generator, G, whose order is a prime, n. It outputs accept if the checks were passed. Otherwise, it outputs reject. G(params): It randomly generates private-key x ∈ Z * n , computes public-key Y = xG, and then, outputs (G, Y ) as PK and x as SK , respectively. G V ((params, PK , SK ), (params, PK )): It outputs accept if the prover can show possession of x (on Y ) to the verifier. Otherwise, it outputs reject. S(params, SK , m): It generates a random number, k ∈ Z n , computes R = kG, and converts the field element, R, to pre-signature Π, which is an octet string, with a function, F Π , i.e., Π = F Π (R). The message m is converted to an octet string, d, with a function, After some redundancy check of m rec (with m clr if necessary), it outputs the recovered message m (= m rec ||m clr ) if it passed the check. Otherwise, it outputs reject. For the precise rejecting condition in each scheme, consult Section 3. Note that NR follows this general framework when the additive group is changed to a multiplicative group:
• F Π is a function which converts a field element to an octet string.
• F r (d, Π) outputs r, where d and Π are c onverted to integers, δ and π, respectively, ρ = (δ + π) mod n, and ρ is converted to an octet string, r.
• F s (r, k, x, m clr ) outputs s = (k − xρ) mod n, where r is converted to an integer, ρ.
• F b (r, s) outputs ρ, where r is converted to an integer, ρ.
• F Π (a , b , G, Y ) outputs Π, where R = G a Y b and R is converted to a field element, Π.
• F d (r , Π ) outputs m rec , where r and Π are converted to integers, ρ and π , respectively, δ = (ρ −π ) mod n, and δ is converted to an octet string, m rec .
GWKS attack on the General Framework.
We describe a gwksa adversary, A, who obtains only single pair, (m, σ), and performs the GWKS attack on the general framework, where σ = (r, s): Therefore, A can succeed in the GWKS attack on the general framework.
In the following, we consider the GWKS security of ECNR, ECMR, ECAO, and ECPV on the general framework:
In the Case of ECNR: The GWKS attack on the general framework with a = r, b = s shows that ECNR is vulnerable.
In the Case of ECMR:
The GWKS attack on the general framework with a = 1+r+s r , b = s r shows that ECMR is vulnerable. In the Case of ECAO: The GWKS attack on the general framework with a = s, b = MGF(r||m clr ), where MGF is a mask generation function shows that ECAO is vulnerable.
In the Case of ECPV:
The GWKS attack on the general framework with a = s, b = MGF(r||m clr ), where MGF is a mask generation function shows that ECPV is vulnerable.
We summarize the above considerations in Table 1 . 
Case of ECKNR
ECKNR does not follow the general framework because the additional parameter, z, is used in S and S V . We evaluate this effect of z in detail.
Consider an adversary, A, who engages the GWKS attack on ECKNR in similar to the general framework. A computesR asR = s G+ρ Y , and then, generates substituted keys,G,Ỹ asG = 1 s +xρ R ,Ỹ =xR , wherex ∈ Z * n . However, in the signature verification under the substituted keys,d is generated with the certificate data of the substituted public-key asd = r ⊕ Π ⊕ MGF(z||m clr ). Thus, it is expected thatd = d holds with high probability when MGF has a collision resistance property. The differentd produces differentm rec and then, m rec might not pass the redundancy check with high probability. Therefore, this naive GWKS attack seem not applicable to ECKNR.
Summary of Vulnerability
We summarize the security discussion on the MRS schemes. ISO/IEC 9796-3:2006 adopts six MRSs, NR, ECNR, ECMR, ECAO, ECPV, and ECKNR. We show that five schemes, NR, ECNR, ECMR, ECAO, and ECPV, are vulnerable to the GWKS attack.
We could not show that the GWKS attacks are possible to ECKNR however ECKNR seems secure against the GWKS attacks as it uses the certificate data of the public-key, i.e., z. We stress that it does not mean that ECKNR has provable security against the GWKS attacks. Table 2 shows vulnerability of the MRS schemes against the GWKS attacks.
2 It is expected to be invulnerable.
